2000 pontiac montana fuel pump

For more information go to Made in some of the industry's most sophisticated facilities and
backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver
outstanding pump ability and generate excellent pressure using less elec Revive your drive with
the sturdy design and dependable, OE-standard performance guaranteed by Bosch's new OE
replacement fuel pumps. Since , Bosch has developed innovative productsâ€”in We've Made a
Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create
Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel
Pump part. Returns Policy. Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included.
Product Fit. Shop Pontiac Montana Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Sort by:. Guaranteed
to Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Part Number: BS Wheelbase, Part Number: H Universal Fit.
Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 9 of 9 results. Featured Brands. Holley Fuel Pump Manufacturer
Reviews Questions, Answers. When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel
pump, trust Airtex. Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the defining
characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement item is
thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge Jun 07, No hassles. Perfect match! Lakisha
Fancher. Purchased on May 23, Aug 01, Kathy Jackson. Purchased on Jul 02, Jul 03, Works
great. Delivered a couple of days early. Easy to install. Now my gas gauge works again.
Purchased on Aug 06, Show More. Helpful Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone
module or a computer integrated into the PCM. Automotive professionals break down no-start
situations into two separate categories: crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the
factory information for repair instructions and recommended safety procedures. Other issues
can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem
before replacing it. Part 1: Check whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone
Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California
Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement. Automotive Forums. My wife's van is having
a hard time with a fuel pump. Her gas gauge never worked since we bought it and then recently
it wouldn't start. I bought a new fuel pump assembly from NAPA and we put that in. It fired right
up and the new sender on the assembly fixed the gas gauge. It worked for about a day, then it
wouldn't start again. Thinking I shouldn't have been so stupid as long as I was under there, I
replaced the filter and the relay to no avail. The person who was helping me thinks I just got a
bad pump, but that seems odd. I'm going to exchange it tomorrow, but fear it's going to do the
same thing. Does anyone have any thoughts as to why it burned through a new pump? I should
add that I didn't replace the wiring harness because the one on it looked fine. We tested it with a
test light and it's getting power. Its too bad that happened, but if you have tested the pump it
must be defective. You can test the pump by powering it up with an external battery at the wire
harness plug. Using a meter won't really help because the pump can be jammed with debris and
won't turn but its still good and will pull current. Check for debris before you take it back to
Napa by the way No debris. Decided to amuse myself and quiz them as to whether they'd
warranty the labor. What a joke. At any rate, it's a Carter fuel pump, made the switch and the van
is running. Probably blew money on a filter and relay, but at least I know those are new now. I
feel like getting out of the van and dancing a jig everytime it starts now. Needless to say, my
level of confidence in the new one is not there. Should have probably gotten a part like that from
GM directly, but when both work, you need your car and scramble to get it repaired Carquest
was smart to do this and ditched Airtex whom was their supplier with nothing but failures.
Carter and Airtex fuel pumps are junk. Napa's fuel pumps are made by Airtex. Wish I had known
the carters where junk when the one on my dodge went, I had it out once and it worled so I
thought my testing was bad as no matter what I did it would not run, once out no matter what I
did it wouldn't not run so back in it went and was fine for 10 minutes before it quit. Replaced it
with a carter which I thought was good, but about 3 or 4 months after warranty ran out it started
acting up, turns out or best we could figure is the back flow valve in the pump was stuck open
so when you shut it off all fuel flowed back to the tank. Ended up before I changed it again
buying an 03 montana and I hope I don't ever have to change it. If I do I know what to look for
now. Asked by Wiki User. The pump I purchsed and installed myself was a Airtex sp? Floor jack
can work also. The Pontiac Montana Ext Minivan holds 25 gallons of fuel in the fuel tank. Where
is the fuel reset botton on a Pontiac Montana. There is only one fuel pump fuse on a Pontiac
Montana. It can be found in the engine compartment near the firewall at the rear of the
compartment. Most likely does not one they have a crank shaft and cam shaft sensors to
regulate the timing and fuel distrobution. GM vehicles do not have an emergency fuel shutoff
switch. Good till they go bad! Inside of the fuel tank. The fuel pump is inside the fuel tank.
That's going to be on the fuel rail at the intake manifold. Under the car by the fuel tank. In the
fuel tank, integral to fuel pump. How do I replace a fuel pump on a grand prix gtp. Disconnect
Battery. Drop fuel tank. The pump is in the fuel tank. Use a repare manual for that vehicle for he

rest for point by point instructions. This is a job that you want to do right the first time. How do
change Fuel injectors on GS According to Autozone's website, it is under the vehicle, ahead of
the fuel tank attached to the chassis. On my it is located under the vehicle on the driver's side
approximately half-way back. The fuel filter is integrated with the fuel pump module inside the
fuel tank. This filter is not serviceable by itself. The fuel pump is inside of the gas tank. The
location of the fuel pump adds several hours of labor to the cost. Ask Question. Fuel Pumps.
Chevy S Pontiac Montana. See Answer. Top Answer. Wiki User Answered All together this took
2 guys roughly one and a half hours. What I really discovered though is the 6 wire connector by
the fuel pump had been corroding causing a bad connection. I straightened out the pin
connectors and rubbed some grease on each one trying to prevent anymore corrosion. Opening
the pins also gave me a more secure connection. Related Questions. How long does a fuel
pump for a Pontiac Montana last? How much does a sending unit cost on a Pontiac Montana?
How many gallons of gas does a Pontiac Montana extended hold? Where is the fuel switch
located on a Pontiac Montana? Where is the fuel filter located on Pontiac Montana? Where is
the fuel reset switch for Pontiac Montana? How many fuel pump fuses on Pontiac Montana ?
How do you replace a fuel level sending unit on a Pontiac Montana? Repair manual for Pontiac
Montana Van? Where is the distributor cap on a Pontiac Montana? Where is the emergency fuel
shutoff switch in a Pontiac Montana? How are the fuel pumps on the Pontiac Montana? Where
is the fuel pump on a Pontiac grand am located? How do you change a fuel pump on a Pontiac
gtp? Where is the fuel pump located on a Pontiac grand am? Where is the fuel pressure
regulator on 01' Pontiac Montana? How do you change the fuel filter and where is it located in a
Pontiac Sunfire? Where is the fuel filter located on a Pontiac Sunfire? Where is the fuel filter
located on a Pontiac Firebird 3. How do you replace the fuel pump in a Pontiac Grand Prix? How
to change Pontiac Montana fuel pump? How do you change fuel injector Lexus GS? Where is
the fuel filter located on a Pontiac Montana? How much does it cost to replace fuel pump on a
Pontiac Bonneville? Asked By Wiki User. Who would you swap lives with for a day? Asked By
Fletcher Altenwerth. Is silence a sound? Asked By Ciara Parker. How many times does 30 go
into ? What times 10 equals to ? Give me food and I will live give me water and I will die what am
I? How old is Danielle cohn? Hottest Questions How did chickenpox get its name? When did
organ music become associated with baseball? Asked By Curt Eichmann. How can you cut an
onion without crying? Asked By Leland Grant. Why don't libraries smell like bookstores? Asked
By Veronica Wilkinson. How long will the footprints on the moon last? Asked By Daija Kreiger.
Do animals name each other? Asked By Danika Abbott. Who is the longest reigning WWE
Champion of all time? Asked By Consuelo Hauck. What was the first TV dinner? Asked By
Roslyn Walter. Previously Viewed How do you change the fuel pump on a Pontiac Montana?
Unanswered Questions What values can we get in the folk dance tiklos? What happens when
heat energy is not properly used and handled? How did Jose rizals parents raise their children?
Moral lesson of tale of pilandok story? What online sites don't ask for cvv? Does Melissa
Fumero smoke? Give the summary in the poem myopia by syl cheney-coker? All Rights
Reserved. The material on this site can not be reproduced, distributed, transmitted, cached or
otherwise used, except with prior written permission of Multiply. So how do you find out what
problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting
ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us. Find something
helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Add
Complaint. During the second half of I called customer service about a Montana mini van fuel
system problem. My van had been in the repair shop many times during the warranty period
with problems related to the fuel system wiring. Harness to the fuel pump twice. Then had to
have the fuel pump replaced under warranty. All of the problem started the same way -stall
while driving down the road and would not restart. After the warranty ran out, yet another fuel
pump went out in the same manner, except this time, I was charged over dollars plus a towing
bill. When I complained that this was an on-going problem that had occurred under warranty
and many calls to your customer service center, I was told that GM would not reimburse the full
amount and towing would not be reimbursed. I told the rep at that time that was not good
enough but did not win the battle. Today I read that GM was recalling , Suburban and Yukon for
stalling and not starting, and is recalling them to replace the fuel pump wires. I checked the fuel
system up on the Montana and the cheverolet Suburban, and they have the same fuel pump
system. So today, I called customer service and asked for the rest of the repair amount and
towing expenses, and was told that my vehicle was not under the recall. Now, if the Suburban
with the same pump and fuel system is recalled why not the Montana" how long is GM going to
continue to look the other way on this fuel pump fuel system problem? GM should have paid
this bill in full to start with, my family could have been killed when the van stalled as it is very
difficult to control in this situation. My Montana van would not start at miles after towing twice

to the dealer found connector to fuel pump bad. Then at miles wire harness to fuel pump. Then
at miles fuel pump went out. Now at mile the van suddenly stalled driving at 65 miles an hour
making steering and braking difficult. Dealership found fuel pump out. I feel that this is a defect
that has been apparent since the beginning and that they should pay for the entire cost of the
repair and tow. This is also a safety problem because my wife nearly lost control of the van
when the pump went out. Vehicles stalled at any speed without warning. Vehicle was towed to
the dealer, and dealer said there was a problem with the fuel pump. The fuel pump was replaced
twice. Vehicle will not start. Second occurrence. Fearful of vehicle safety and reliability.
Informed on previous failure that problem was fuel pump. Fell vehicle has too few miles to be
having these types of problems. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:. The
part was just like the factory They have super great service and I am a very happy person and
customer. They have a great price for this part. Local cost was over bucks. I saved over bucks
on the part. Great service!!! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Evaporation
Pressure Sensor. Fuel Cap Tester Adapter. Fuel Filler Hose. Fuel Filler Neck. Fuel Filter. Fuel
Injection Harness Connector. Fuel Injection Plenum Gasket Set. Fuel Level Sending Unit. Fuel
Level Sensor. Fuel Line Connector. Fuel Line O-Ring. Fuel Line Repair Kit. Fuel Line Seal Ring.
Fuel Pump Assembly. Fuel Pump Connector. Fuel Pump Wiring Harness. Fuel Pump and Sender
Assembly. Fuel Pump and Sender Assembly Kit. Fuel Sender Connector. Fuel Sending Unit.
Fuel Tank Cap. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor. Fuel Tank Pressure Sensor Connector. Fuel Tank
Strap. Fuel Vapor Pressure Sensor Connector. Air Intake. Body Electrical. Chemicals and Fluids.
Climate Control. Cooling System. Drive Belts. Engine Electrical. Engine Mechanical. Fuel
Injection. AC Delco. Action Crash. DIY Solutions. Spectra Premium. US Motor Works. Shop By
Vehicle. Replacement Fuel Pump. Click to Enlarge. Notes: Fuel Pump -- 3. Shipping Options:
Free Ground Shipping. Brock Fuel Pump Assembly. SKP Fuel Pump. Features: OE Style for
easy replacement and fitment Doesn't require specialized tools for installation. API Fuel Pump.
Autobest Fuel Pump. Autobest FA Fuel Pump. Airtex Fuel Pump. Airtex EM Fuel Pump. Delphi
Fuel Pump. Notes: Fuel Pump Module Assembly -- Fuel tank contamination is the leading cause
of premature fuel pump failure. To reduce risk of contaminating the replacement pump, Delphi
recommends cleaning the fuel tank before installing a new pump. Use of fuel tank cleaning kit
FC01 is recommended. Features: years of OE experience, supplier to the world's top
automakers, OE Heritage and knowledge built into every aftermarket part, comprehensive
portfolio for a wide range of vehicles and model years. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and
all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE standards Empty float height and float retention matches
OE specifications and guarantees correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load
on vehicle's electrical system Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part
is validated, tested and matched to the right vehicle application. Dorman Fuel Pump. Features:
Matches the fit and function of the original equipment fuel pump on specified vehicles Made of
quality materials for a long service life Offers original equipment quality at a competitive price
Rigorous testing to ensure reliable performance. Action Crash Fuel Pump; Premium. Product
List Price:. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Denso Fuel Pump Assembly.
Features: OE-Equivalent and direct fit for easy installation OE connections and fittings The high
output turbine delivers fuel with minimal pressure pulsation for quieter operation Ultra-high
balanced armature to minimize noise and vibration High pressure check valve provides superior
hot fuel handling characteristics The brushes are designed for durability, efficiency, and
low-resistance operation High quality relief valve to protect the fuel delivery system. Denso Fuel
Pump. Carter Fuel Pump. Features: Carter Electric Fuel Pumps and Electric Fuel Pump
Assemblies are made with all new materials under rigorous quality controlled manufacturing
and testing procedures. Most applications include the necessary accessories such as tank
seals, patented high-gradient density strainers and wiring harnesses. Fuel sensor design
provides resistance to corrosive fuel blends and additives. Spectra Premium Fuel Pump. AC
Delco Fuel Pump. Bosch Fuel Pump. Features: Bosch "Better than OE design", improves upon
ease of installation, drivability of your vehicle and extends the life of the vehicle Bosch
Aftermarket Fuel Assemblies are built and tested to the same rigorous quality standards as our
OE fuel pumps to ensure a long, reliable service life Patented Turbine Pump technology virtually
eliminates fuel pulsation, noise, and reduce
2001 ford taurus dash kit
parts of a flower diagram for preschool
2004 volvo s40 problems
s hot-start problems Designed to operate under extreme temperatures and under low fuel
conditions while maintaining an extended service life All Bosch fuel pumps are 'end-of-line'
function tested in order to ensure highest quality and performance. TYC Fuel Pump. Autobest

FA. June 14th, Posted by David. October 29th, Posted by John Bollinger. Catalog: E. Vehicle
Engine Pontiac Montana. Catalog: K. Vehicle Pontiac Montana. Catalog: S. Catalog: P. Catalog:
Q. Catalog: B. Delphi is a global OE manufacturer and all fuel pumps are built to Delphi's OE
standards Empty float height and float retention matches OE specifications and guarantees
correct gas gauge reading Lower amperage draws less load on vehicle's electrical system
Lower failure rates due to its innovative design and durability Part is validated, tested and
matched to the right vehicle application Condition: New Shipping Options: Ground This Part
Fits:. Catalog: D. Vehicle Notes Pontiac Montana. Catalog: A. Catalog: H. Catalog: N.

